Farming

Fair Trade

Sports Day

This week we are going to be thinking about
farming in other countries around the world. Have
a little think about how farms might look and
operate differently in other countries, especially
where it is very hot. What sorts of foods will not
grow in Scotland but instead are grown overseas?
Pablo is a super banana from Columbia. Watch the
video to see how bananas are grown and farmed
in South America and learn about what it means
to be Fair Trade
https://schools.fairtrade.org.uk/resource/pablo-thesuper-banana/
After watching the video have a discussion with
your family about what you have learnt. Think
especially about Fair Trade and why it is important
that farmers are treated fairly.

We all want to be treated fairly and we can
get upset if things don’t seem right. In some
places farmers are not treated with fairness,
they don’t get enough money for all the food
they make. When you see the Fair Trade
symbol on a piece of food or clothing it tells
us that the famers who grew the produce
have been treated fairly and given enough
money. This means that they will be able to
buy food for their family, send their children
to school and buy medicines if they get sick.
Watch the PowerPoint attached to the blog
to find out more. Next time you are in a
shop, why don’t you look out for the Fair
Trade sign on different foods?

This Thursday would have been our annual
sports day. Obviously we can’t get together to
do our normal races, so Mrs Ferguson and the
Primary 7s have been very busy planning
virtual events which can be done over the
course of this week. The 7 activities will be
posted on the blog on Monday and are to be
completed any time before Friday. After
completing an activity please remember to log
your final score on the interactive scoresheet.
We have sent out an email through the
Learning Journals reminding you of your
house so that you know where to log your
scores. Feel free to upload photos of your
efforts, we will try to share these with Mrs
Ferguson throughout the week.

Interdiscplinary
Sports Day

Sports Day

Throughout the week you will be completing lots of new activities as part of
our virtual sports day. We would like you to keep a log of all the exercise
you complete over the week. In your jotter write the days of the week down
the left hand side. Beside each day write a sentence about the exercise you
completed. At the bottom of the page, write about or draw a picture
showing your favourite way to exercise and tell us why you like it. My
sentence would be: My favourite way to exercise is dancing because it uses lots
of muscles in my body and the music makes me happy.

In Carmondean we are very proud of our school houses: Deer Park,
Raeburn, Sutherland and Waverley. Each child is in one of these houses
and throughout the year we work hard to earn points for our house,
working towards a big treat at the end of each term. Sports Day is an
opportunity to earn lots of house points for our houses and the teachers
can’t wait to see who wins this year. Can you make a poster or banner
cheering on your house? Try to write your house name in big, neat
letters and make sure to use your house colours (Deer Park is blue,
Raeburn is green, Sutherland is yellow and Waverley is red).

